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Dear ACM TechNews Subscriber:

Welcome to the September 27, 2004 edition of ACM TechNews, providing timely information for IT professionals three times a week. For instructions on how to unsubscribe from this service, please see below.

ACM's MemberNet <http://www.acm.org/membernet> is now online. For the latest on ACM activities, member benefits, and industry issues

Remember to check out our hot new online essay and opinion magazine, Ubiquity <http://www.acm.org/ubiquity>.
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Antipiracy Bill Divides Studios and Tech Companies


Silicon Valley is at odds with Hollywood once again in the debate over piracy, which has spawned new antipiracy legislation that would allow movie studios, record companies, and other copyright holders to sue companies that make products that enable piracy. The wide scope that the U.S. ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item1>      to the top 
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Computers Prove Weak at Faces


Even after a decade of research, scientists are still far away from producing a facial recognition system that could be used to identify criminals in airports or other public places. The International Biometric Group says the market for facial recognition systems will nonetheless ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item2>      to the top 
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When Bot Nets Attack


Symantec says computers in zombie networks are often hired out to third parties for $100 per hour, on average. The cybersecurity firm also says these networks are growing by 30,000 machines per day, up from about 2,000 new bot machines added daily last year. Hackers cultivate their networks ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item3>      to the top 
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Open Science Grid Consortium Declares Grid3 a Success


Researchers in the Open Science Grid Consortium declared a nine-month trial of the prototype Grid3 data grid successful at a Harvard University workshop earlier this month. Grid3 integrates the computational muscle of 26 U.S. universities and laboratories to furnish processing power for over ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item4>      to the top 
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How to Attract the Best Into IT


A panel of experts convened for Computing's Agenda Setters initiative, in studying the challenge of attracting the most talented people into IT, recommend investments to cultivate better IT leadership, development of more diverse career paths, promotion and advancement of cross-functional ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item5>      to the top 
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Profs Patrol Cyberspace


University of Toronto electrical and computer engineering professors David Lie and Ashvin Goel have taken a different approach to providing security to computers. Lie makes use of decoy computers, also known as honey pots, to lure unsuspecting cyber-criminals into hacking into the machines, giving ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item6>      to the top 
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Eavesdropping Call Centre Computers Cut Talk Time


IBM researchers are using speech recognition and search technology to make call center representatives more productive. The artificial intelligence system listens to customers' spoken words, picks out keywords, and retrieves relevant information from the call center database so the ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item7>      to the top 
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Green Electronics


Researchers have integrated plants' ability to produce energy from light with solid-state electronics for the first time. The trick was a designer nanomaterial that enables organic proteins to maintain their stability even without the presence of water and salt. Another novel aspect of the ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item8>      to the top 
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Web Tool May Banish Broken Links


A team of students from the United Kingdom interning at IBM has filed two patents for a new tool that promises to automatically update broken links on the Web. Existing tools only detect a broken link, while Peridot is able to determine where an original page has gone, which links have ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item9>      to the top 
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Microsoft Taps European Expertise in Research


Microsoft's European research operations provide an important aspect of the company's technological innovation, according to Microsoft Research senior vice president Rick Rashid at an innovation fair in Brussels. The company's Cambridge, England, facility was the first research center ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item10>      to the top 
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Rose-Hulman Conference to Feature World Wide Web Creators


The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology in Indiana will host a conference about the World Wide Web that will feature as speakers a number of people who participated in developing the online network. Titled "WWW@10: The Dream and the Reality," the conference marks the 10th anniversary of the ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item11>      to the top 
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IMSC's Live Immersive Internet


University of Southern California (USC) researchers will use immersive audio and high definition video imagery to stream a performance by the Miro Quartet over the Internet on Sept. 28, during the annual meeting of the Internet 2 organization at the University of Texas at Austin. The ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item12>      to the top 
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Data You Can Virtually Touch


Haptics researchers say the technology is ready for wider commercial deployment with the falling cost of computer processing power and the haptics hardware itself. Haptics is a favorite among researchers with the promise of letting users actually feel what is visually displayed by the ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item13>      to the top 
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Is Open-Source Software a Solution to Spam?


Many higher-education institutions are adopting open-source antispam software because it is free and easy to adapt and integrate with other software already in use. Analyst Fred Cohen observes that research-intensive institutions often opt for open-source software because ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item14>      to the top 
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What's So Extreme About Extreme Programming?


Software development is often compared to manufacturing operations, but the Scientific Method actually provides a better conceptual framework for longer-lived, flexible, and understandable products, writes Larry McCay, a senior software engineer with Probaris Technologies. Extreme Programming ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item15>      to the top 
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Our Wireless World


Optimistic predictions of a wireless home with universally accessible digital media within five years are undercut by the reality of current wireless technologies, which are marked by implementation and maintenance difficulties, susceptibility to interference, and quality of service ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item16>      to the top 
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Targeting Unstructured Data


The growth of unstructured data within companies complicates the location of such files and their information, but a number of document-retrieval systems based on geographic information system (GIS) technologies can help. The "hot links" approach involves the association of a coordinate on a map ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item17>      to the top 
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Music Everywhere


Compression algorithms are driving a transformation in the enjoyment and distribution of music, paving the way for massive audio libraries consumers can carry in a portable device about the size of a deck of cards. A vast number of algorithms are vying for the marketplace, with MP3 in the lead, ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0927m.html#item18>      to the top 
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